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1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to present some recent results on approxima- 
tion of signals (functions) f: 92 t+ V in the class 
B(R0) = I 1:: X(a) exp(iR.) dfi : X E L2(-Ro, a,) 0 I 
on a given finite interval r-7, T]. Here, i = a, 0 < R0 < +CQ, and 
&(-a~, GJ denotes the space of all square integrable complex-valued 
functions on the interval (-a,, Cl,). The functions in B(&) are said to be 
band-limited to the level RO. 
Our approach is finite information oriented. That is, in the sequel we 
shall assume that signals in the space B(R,J are given through an informa- 
tion operator of the form N: B(&,) H 9Zfl, 
Nf = 65.6 L2.f, . . . , Lf), (1) 
where Li: B(Ro) H ‘G: are linear functionals which are allowed to be 
chosen adaptively, i.e., Li = Li(Llfy LJ, . . . , Li-If) for i = 2,3, . . . , 
n. In the case when the Li are simultaneously given N is said to be 
nonadaptive. 
All agorithms for approximations discussed in this paper are assumed 
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Given 7 E (0, ~1 we denote by 11 II*,7 the norm in the space L2(-r, T). Let 
us recall that for f E B(&), the energy of fin the interval (-7, r) is )I f II:,T. 
In order to evaluate the quality of algorithms we endow the space B(C&-J 
with the norm II l/2,7. The resulting normed space is denoted by B(Ro, 7). 
We focus our attention on two settings: 
-worst case (Section 3), and 
--aueruge cuse (Section 4). 
In the first setting the error of an algorithm is defined by its worst perfor- 
mance in a given subclass J of B(Qo), with respect to the norm )I /)2,7. The 
assumption J = B(Ro, T) always leads to an infinite error, since there is no 
limitation on the energy of the signals in B(Ro, 7). Thus, we assume a 
finite bound E on the energy of the signals to be approximated. That is, we 
deal with the subclass 
J = J(i20, T, E) = {fe B(Ro, T) : llfll:,m 5 E}. 
In the second setting we discuss average behavior of algorithms with 
respect to some probability measures on B(&,, 7). In both settings the 
analysis is based on some properties of prolate spheroidal wavefunctions. 
These properties are surveyed in Section 2. 
Section 3 is an overview, and Section 4 contains new results. 
2. PROLATE SPHEROIDALWAVEFUNCTIONS 
In this section we house some properties of the prolate spheroidal 
wavefunctions that are relevant to the paper. 
It is well known that for any positive number c, the values of the 
parameter K such that the differential equation 
(1 - t*)U”(t) - 2tU’(t) + (K - C*t*)U(t) = 0, Vr (5 C-1, 11, (2) 
has a nonzero solution can be ordered to form a positive strictly increas- 
ing sequence 
0 < Ko(C) < K,(C) < K*(C) < . . . . 
Moreover, when K = K~(c), there exists a unique function, &(c, e): [- 1, l] 
H CR, satisfying (2) and such that Sk(c, 0) = Pk(O), where Pk is the kth 
Legendre polynomial, k = 0, 1, . . . . The functions Sk(c, *) are known to 
possess the following additional properties (see Slepian and Pollack, 1961, 
and references therein): 
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(a) Each function &(c, t) continuously depends on c, andfor$xed c 
it can be extended to an entire function oft E %. 
(b) The functions Sk(c, *) are orthogonal in the interval [ - 1, l] and 
complete in the space L2(- 1, 1). 
(c) Each function Sk(c, *) has exactly k simple zeros in the interval 
C-1, 1). 
(d) The functions Sk(c, .) satisfy the eigenrelations 
I 1 -, exp(icst)Sk(c, s) ds = 2ikak(c)Sk(c, t) 
and 
sin c(t - s) 
7r(t - s) 
&(c, s) ds = hkSk(C, t), 
where hk = hk(c) = (2c/,+$(c))2 and hk(c) \ 0 US k + CQ. 
Henceforth, we set 
and we define the prolate spheroidal wavefunctions $k: 1-7, r] I+ 9? by 
$k(t) = hk(C)1’2 (I;, Sk(C, S)2 ds)-” Sk(c, t/7). 
Then, the properties (a)-(d) can be restated in terms of $k, to read as 
follows (see Slepian and Pollak, 1961): 
(A) Each function &(t) continuously depends on &, and on r, and 
for fixed no, r it can be extended to an entire function oft E 72. 
(B) The functions <bk = Ak”Jlk are orthonormal and complete in 
J52(--7, 7). 
(C) Each function $!& has exactly k simple zeros 
on the interval (-7, T). 
(D) The functions $!rk satisfy the eigenrelations 
11, exp (e) t,&(s) ds = 2ikmk$k(t) 
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and 
where ffk = ff,(&,r), hk = hk@,$-), and hk \ 0 US k + @J. 
Substituting s = &{‘o in the first equation of (D) above, we get 
4ktf) = j-:io exp(kd)&(u) do, (3) 
where Xk(W) = (2ik~oak)-‘9k(7n,‘w). Using the second equation of(D), 
and the fact that 
(4) 
we find that 
Here, (*, a) and (e, *) are the inner products in the spaces L2(-x, ~4) and 
L2(-r, r), respectively. Now the identities (3) and (5) taken together with 
(B) yield: 
(E) Each function +k, k = 0, 1, . . . , is of energy 1 and it is band- 
limited to the level no. Moreover, the set {$k}& is orthonormal in Lz(-m, 
m) and complete in B(Ro, 7). 
The foregoing properties of the prolate spheroidal wavefunctions make 
them natural and convenient for representation of band-limited signals. 
From (B) and (E) we easily obtain the following representations for B(Ro, 
r) and J(Ro, T, E): 
(F) B(IRo,7) = L2(-7,7) : c p I(f, 6di2 < 3. hk ; 
k=O I 
G) JWo, 7, E) = L2(-7,7) : c 
= ttf, &dt2 I E 
x, . 
k=O h 
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It is well known that among those functions in B(A&,) that are orthogonal 
to $0, $1, * * - , 1clk-i the function Jlk has the maximal energy concentra- 
tion on the interval (-7, T). This concentration is hk(c), i.e. (see Landau, 
1965) 
f E B(fiZ,), (f, $j) = 0, j = 0, I, . . . , k - I). 
The eigenvalues hk(c) satisfy the following inequalities: 
CU ~[2chl-l(C) 2 8, 42c/?rl+lk) 5 f 
and 
2k 
where zk = S’?,,Q ((sin x/x))~~ dx and k 2 2cl1~ 
(see Landau, 1965; Landau and Pollack, 1961, for (H), and Kowalski and 
Stenger, 1989, for (I)). 
Other interesting properties of the quantities xk and the functions $k can 
be found in Slepian (1965). 
3. WORST CASE SETTING 
In this section we exhibit some worst case setting results on recovery of 
signals in J(slo, T, E) from a knowledge of the n-tuples (1). 
We begin by recalling that the Kolmogorov n-width d,, of the set ./(a,, 
7, E) in the space L2(-7, 7) is defined by the equation 
where the first infImum is taken over all n-dimensional subspaces S, of 
L2(-7, 7). This infimum is attained when 
S, = van-flfl09 $1, . . . , h-11 (6) 
and the n-width then assumes the value 
d,, = (EA,)"2. 
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This is a well-known conclusion from the Borsuk antipodality theorem 
and from the representation (G) (see Melkman, 1977; Pinkus, 1985). One 
can also prove that the infimum is attained (see Melkman, 1977) when 
S, = span i 
sin a~(- - tn,d sin fi0(. - tn,J 
(* - 5n,l) ’ . . * ’ (* - 5n,n) I . 
(7) 
According to Melkman (1977) and Traub et al. (1988), these approxima- 
tion results can be interpreted as follows: 
(i) There is no information operator N: B(Qo, 7) H % n of the form 
(1) and there is no algorithm 4: NJ(Ro, S-, E) c-, Lz(--7, T) whose worst 
case error 
satisfies e(4) < (Eh,)“*. 
(ii) Let the information operators N: B(Qo, T) H ‘G: n andX: B(Ro, 7) 
I+ (en be dejned by the equations 
NnU-1 = ((f, 40), (f, 41), . . . 3 (f, 4n-1)) (9) 
and 
wherefE B(fIo, T). Let the algorithms (Y: N,J(CIo, 7, E) H L2(-7, 7) and 
/3: X,J(Ro, T, E) I+ L2(-7, 7) be defined as 
(12) 
where the coejjicients al, a*, . . . , (Yk are determined by the solution of 
the linear system 
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Then, we have 
e(a) = e(P) = (Eh,)“*. 
Thus, Q! and j3 have the smallest possible worst case error and they both 
use nonadaptive information operators consisting correspondingly of n 
inner products and n signal samples at the zeros of the function $, . 
It is well known that any function fof bandwidth [--a,, a,] is uniquely 
determined by samples f(kp), k = 0, 2 1, *2, . . . , taken at the Nyquist 
rate p = rr/Ro. Moreover, f has the Whittaker cardinal series represen- 
tation 
f= Iif sin 0,(. - kp) -x flo(. - b) ’ 
the convergence of the infinite summation being uniform (see Butzer, 
1983; Stenger, 1981). Let us note that the number of the samples f(kp) in 
the interval [--r, r] is [2CIor/7r]. One can easily verify that the truncated 
cardinal series off involving only the samples from [--7, T] provides, in 
general, a poor approximation to 5 In fact the situation is even worse, 
since from (i) and (H) one gets: 
(iii) There is no algorithm for approximation of signals in the class 
J(&, 7, E) that uses information oftheform (1) with n I [2R07/7r] - 1 
and whose worst case error is smaller than lb???. 
In particular, if our sole knowledge about a signal fin J(Ro, T, E) consists 
of n 5 [2Ror/r] - 1 samples we cannot guarantee that f is recoverable 
in L2(-7, 7) within an error having norm less than (E/2)‘12. The number 
[2Ror/7r] can also be regarded as an approximate dimension of some 
classes of essentially band- and time-limited signals (see Landau and 
Pollak, 1962; Melkman, 1977, 1985; Slepian, 1976). 
We now turn to a complexity analysis. Let E be a positive number. 
Suppose that signals fin J(fio, 7, E) are known through the information 
operator values A’,( f ). Then, according to (i) and (ii), using the smallest 
error algorithm CY we may recover all the signals f with the accuracy 11 f - 
a(N,, f)1/2,7 I E if and only if 
EX, 5 Ed. (14) 
(The same is true when X, and /3 are used instead of N,, and (Y, respec- 
tively.) Let us denote by m(E) the minimal number n satisfying the in- 
equality (14). By (i) and (ii), the quantity m(E) can be interpreted as the 
minimal number of linear functional evaluations required to find an E- 
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accurate approximation to any signal in the class J(&, 7, E). The state- 
ment (ii) also says that as far as the norm )I 112,7 is concerned, the elements 
of J(fi,, 7, E) are indistinguishable at the level E from appropriate ele- 
ments of the m(e)-dimensional space S,(,,. Thus, we may regard m(e) as 
an approximate e-dimension of the class J(Ro, 7, E). 
Although there is a large gap in the estimate (I), it actually yields a 
sharp asymptotic result on m(c) (see Kowalski and Stenger, 1989): 
(iv) Regardless of the sizes of Qo, r, and E we have 
lim rn(&) log log l/E = 1 
s-+0+ log I/& . 
Let us now estimate the cost, cost(s), of evaluating c-u(N,(,,f) at a point 
t in 3. To this end, we assume that the cost of arithmetic operations (+ , 
-, x , /) and the cost of sampling of any signal in B(Ro) are taken as unity 
and c, respectively. Of course, cost(s) must be at least proportional to 
CM(E). On the other hand, from (9) and (11) we see that in order to get 
c~(N,~~,f) we need: 
-n evaluations of the inner products (f, +k), k = 0, . . . , n - 1, 
-n evaluations of the signals’ samples ~,Jx), k = 0, . . . , n - 1, 
--)2 multiplications, and n - 1 additions. 
When 
f = I::, F(IR) exp(ilR*) dR, 
where F E &(-a,,, Q,), then 
where yk = K7 exp(is’)4k(s) ds. Thus, we see that the inner products 
(f, 4k) can be interpreted as the values of the signal 
F(fl)yk(fi) exp(iflnt) da 0 
at t = 0. Consequently, the total cost of computing a(N,,,c,,f)(t) is 
2(c + l)rn(&) - 1, 
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at most. We are led to the conclusion that 
(VI 
cm(&) 5 cost(s) 5 2(c + l)rn(&) - 1, and 
cost(&) = 0 c c 
log l/E 
log log I/& 1 
as E+ O+. 
Hence, the algorithm (Y has nearly minimal cost. It should be stressed, 
however, that this result is essentially based on the assumption that for 
any signal the sampling cost has a constant value. 
We now comment on the cost of the algorithm p. Let us denote by skj 
the kth row andjth column entry of the matrix which is inverse to that of 
the system (13). If the functions 
are precomputed, Eq. (12) can be rewritten as 
P(xnf) = ,$ bj(')f(5n,j>, 
and consequently a similar cost result can be claimed for the algorithm p. 
We now impose two realistic restrictions on the model of computations. 
Namely, we assume that: 
(RI) The only permitted algorithms are those using information op- 
erators N, consisting of n samples of the input signals f taken at distinct 
points on the interval r-7, T], 
N,(f) = Cf(t~>, f(t2)r . . . 3 f(fn)). 
(R2) The total cost of precomputing should be at most proportional 
to n. 
Then, the algorithm cy is not permitted and, as we do not know how to 
solve the system (13) with cost proportional to n, the algorithm p cannot 
be claimed to possess nearly optimal cost. Nevertheless, an almost lowest 
cost algorithm can be found. To this end, we invoke some results of 
Kowalski and Stenger (1989), who show that for n 2 2fIo7/r any algo- 
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rithm 4 using information operator N, has the worst case error e(4) 
bounded away from zero by the quantity 
regardless of the chosen sample points. On the other hand, the Lagrange 
interpolatory algorithm A,, 
where 9(t) = n;=r (t - t,), has the worst case error e(h,) not larger than 
B 
1 
Thus, if e, = inf e(4), where the infimum is taken over all algorithms 4: 
N,J(Oo, 7, E) + L2(-7, T), then 
B < e, I e&J 5 BI. (16) 
Now, let m(c) denote the minimal number n satisfying the inequality 
e(A,) 5 E, where E is a given positive number. Of course, we have m(c) 5 
m(E). On the other hand, (16) implies (see Kowalski and Stenger, 1989): 
(vi) Regardless of the sizes of no, r, and E, and regardless of the 
sampling points used we have 
lim 
m(c) log log l/s 
= log l/E 
1. 
ct0+ 
The recommended nodes tj for the Lagrange interpolation are the Che- 
byshev points on the interval (-7, 7). Then, 
e(A,) 5 B2 = (2EQoT)1’2 ($)’ 
rrn 
(see Kowalski, 1986). Hence, we have 
B < e, 5 B2. 
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We remark that these inequalities taken together with (i) and (ii) result in 
(I). Moreover, for this choice of nodes the numbers P’(tk), k = 1,2, . . . , 
it, can be precomputed with a cost proportional to n, and, in order to get 
h,(N,f)(t) for a given f E J(fl ,,, 7, E) and a given t E 3 we need n 
measurements of fand 3n arithmetic operations, at most. If n = m(E), by 
(iv) and (vi) we get the following result: 
(vii) For sufjciently small E > 0, the Langrange interpolation with 
(log I/E) (log log l/&)-‘(1 + o(l)) arbitrary distinct nodes on the interval 
[-T, r] yields an &-accurate approximation to any signal in J(&, r, E). 
Moreover, the Lagrange interpolation with the Chebyshev nodes has 
nearly minimal cost. 
We would like to stress that the algorithm Ak does not make best use of 
the information operator N, . According to Micchelli and Rivlin (1977) the 
unique best algorithm using N, takes the form 
+(jjTkf) = i bj sin <* ty ‘j), 
j=l J 
where the coefficients bl, b2, . . . , b, are determined by the solution of 
the linear system 
i: b.i sin tOFtT tj) = fct,), 1 = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
j=l J 
Let us note that even in the case when the sampling points are equidistant 
and the system above involves a Toeplitz matrix, the process of finding 
the bj at cost o(k(log k)2) is unknown to us (see Brent et al., 1980). 
Therefore, this minimal error algorithm cannot be claimed to be of nearly 
lowest cost. 
Remark. Instead of (1) we may assume that signals in B(Ro) are given 
through varying cardinality information 
Nf = (L1.L L2.L . . * 9 L”(d-1, 
where n(f) E X is allowed to depend on f E &a,) and where Li : B(Ro) 
I+- % are adaptively chosen linear functionals, i = 1, 2, . . . , n(f). 
Then, according to the general results of Traub et al. (1988), the entire 
analysis remains valid when n is defined as n(0). 
We close this section with an open problem. The results (vi) and (vii) 
can be interpreted as follows. Under our assumptions on the model of 
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computations, for sufficiently small E > 0 there is an algorithm producing 
an a-approximation to any signal in J(&, 7, E), with cost proportional to 
m(e). It would be very nice to know whether this property holds for 
arbitrary E, and to know the corresponding lowest (or nearly lowest) cost 
algorithm. 
4. AVERAGE CASE APPROXIMATION 
In this section we present some results on average recovery properties 
of signals in the space B(Ro, T), from a knowledge of the n-tuples (1). 
First of all, we would like to stress that B(LR,,, T) is an infinite-dimen- 
sional space and this a delicate matter to select a measure which defines 
the average case setting. Gaussian measures are often appropriate for 
averaging problems from science (see Kuo, 1975; Traub et al., 1988; 
Vakhania, 1981). We believe that the prolate spheroidal wavefunctions 
are natural for representing signals in B(Ro, 7). We shall therefore restrict 
our attention to Gaussian measures defined on B(Ro, 7) using the formula 
(F) and we shall show some results which are parallel to Section 3. 
Let us now define a Gaussian measure K on B(&,, 7). First, we note that 
the functions c#&) are real valued for real t. Thus, according to (F), B(42,,, 
T) can be regarded as the Cartesian product H x H, where 
and where Z2(-7, T) is the space of all real-valued functions in L2(-T, T). 
More precisely, B(flo, T) is isometrically isomorphic to the Hilbert space 
H x H which is equipped with the inner product ( , ) and the normal )I( )I(, 
defined by 
((u, UL (x7 Y)) = b4 4 + (UT Y> 
and 
III@, u)lll = ((u, fJ), (u, w2, 
respectively. Here, (u, u) and (x, y) are arbitrary elements of H X H and 
( , ) is the inner product in the space g2(-7, T). The isometry-isomor- 
phism relation between B(fio, T) and H x H is explicitly given by 
B(flo, 7) 3 f’+ I(f) = (u, u) E H X H, 
where u = refand u = imJ 
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We remind the reader that any Gaussian measure m on a real Hilbert 
space (as H for instance) is uniquely determined by its mean element iii 
and its correlation operator C, . Moreover, the set of all possible correla- 
tion operators coincides with the class of symmetric, nonnegative defi- 
nite, and finite trace operators (see Kuo, 1975, or Vakhania, 1981). Thus, 
we define a Gaussian measure p on H by requiring that its mean element 
,E be the zero element and that the correlation opeator C,, satisfy 
c/.&k = Pk+k, k=O,l,. . . ) 
where @k 2 0 and Tr C,, = E~=,J Pk < m. Hence, the characteristic func- 
tional of the measure p is 
~~(4 = exp(-HC,u, u)) 
(see Kuo, 1975, or Vakhania, 1981). 
Now, we define a measure on H x Has the product cr = p x p. Since 
the characteristic function of (+ satisfies the identity 
XCAU, VI> = x&)x,(4, Vu, v E H, 
we see that 
x&4 4) = exp(-HC,u, u)> exp(-t(C,u, u)) 
= ew(--?(W,u, C,U>, (4 UN, Vu, u E H. 
The last equation shows that o is a Gaussian measure on H x H with 
mean element Cr = (0, 0) and with the correlation operator C, defined by 
G(u, 4 = <c,u, cpv>, Vu, v E H. 
In particular, we have 
c,(o, $‘k) = Pk(O, d’k) 
cd d’k, 0) = Pk@k, 01, k=O,l,. . . . 
(17) 
We now define the desired measure X on B(Ro, T) by requiring that 
K(I-‘(A x B)) = cr(A x B) = p(A)p(B) 
for any Bore1 subsets A and B of the space H. 
Having defined the measure on B(&, T), we can now study average 
behavior of algorithms for approximation of signals in B(&, 7). As in 
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Section 3, we assume that our sole knowledge about each signal fE B(Ro, 
r) is a vector Nf E % n of the form (1). Thus, if f is approximated by 
44YfA where 4: WWO, 7)) H B(CIo, r) is an K-measurable mapping 
(algorithm), we define the average error of 4 as 
(18) 
Let us now consider the quantity 
e: = inf ei($), (19) 
where the infimum is taken over all information operators N: B(fio, 7) H 
(en and over all K-measurable algorithms $: N(B(LRo, 7)) H B(R,,, T). It is 
easy to note that 
Therefore, 
ez = inf (lHX, Ills - r(.“rsw(ds))“2. (20) 
where the infimum is taken over all information operators N: H x H I+ 
%2n and over all K-measurable algorithms y: X(H x H) I+ H x H. Now, 
from (17), (20), and Theorems 5.5.1, 5.6.1 of Traub et al. (1988) we con- 
clude that the infima in (20) and (19) are attained when 
X(u, u) = (((u, u>, (0, 400, (b, VI, (40, 00, . ’ * 3 ((4 u>, (6-l, O)L 
and when 
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respectively. Moreover, we have 
e:: = (2 z PkAa)“z. (21) 
Consequently: 
(i’) There is no information operator N: B(&, T) I+ (en and there is 
no algorithm 4: NB(Ro, T) H B(f&, 7) whose average error e:(4) satisfies 
e,“(4) < (2 kzn PkAk)“‘. 
(ii’) The algorithm (Y defined by (9) and (11) which has the minimal 
worst case error also has the minimal average case error 
eFX4 = (2 k$n Pk*k)“*. 
Now, from (i’) and (H) one easily gets: 
(iii’) There is no algorithm for approximation of signals in B(flo, T) 
using an information operator oftheform (1) with n I [2&7/771 - 1 and 
whose average case error (18) is smaller than P/&,r,P~. 
From (21) we obtain 
(2h,fin)*‘2 I 62: 5 h c PkYZ. (22) 
Let us now assume that eigenvalues /3,, satisfy one of the following condi- 
tions: 
(Cl) There are some constants K1, K2 > 1 such that 
for sufficiently large n. 
(C2) There are some positive constants KO, K,, and K2 such that 
(KlIn)2K@ I P,, I (K2/n)2K@ 
for sufficiently large n. 
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Given positive E, let us denote by mu(e) the minimal number n satisfy- 
ing the inequality ef: I E. We may regard ma(&) as the minimal number of 
linear functional evaluations required to approximate on the average sig- 
nals in B(&, r) within the accuracy E. 
From (22) and (J) one obtains: 
(iv’) Regardless of the sizes of &, and r we have 
lim ma(&) log log 11.5 
E’O log I’& 
if (Cl) holds 
if (C2) holds. 
We are now ready to analyze the cost, Costa(e), of computing (I 
for II = m”(c). As in Section 3 we assume that the cost of arithmetic 
operations (+ , - , X, /) and the cost of sampling a signal at a point are 
taken as unity and c, respectively. The analysis is much like that in Sec- 
tion 3 and results in the conclusion that 
(v’) 
cma(&) 5 cost”(a) 5 2(c + l)m”(&) - 1, and 
Costa(&) = 0 i c 
log l/E 
log log l/E 
as E -+ O+. 
Let us also note that when the restrictions (Rl) and (R2) are made the 
algorithm (Y is not permitted. 
We now focus our attention on the average error analysis of Langrange 
interpolatory algorithms. As in Section 3 let A,(N,f) denote the La- 
grange polynomial (15) associated with the samples’ vector 
NJ = (f(td,f(fd, . . . 2 f&J), 
where f~ B(Ro, 7). Let us denote the average error of A,, by 
EVI, tz, . . . 3 t,). 
For any f E B(slO, 7) and any to E [--7, ~-1 we have 
f(to) - MNJXto) = j-ho, tt, . . . , tnl fi (t - tj), 
j=l 
wheref[tr, t2, . . . , t,] is the divided difference of $ Thus, 




For any continuous function f we have 
where the coefficients aj = aj(to, tl , . . . , t,) are independent of 5 Thus, 
by the definition of the measure N we get 
= J HxH [(ulto, II, . . . , &III2 + (u[to, fl, . . . , t,1)21(T(d(U, u)> 
= 2 f. ujak 1" u(fj)u(tk)p.(du)- 
j,k=O 
Since any u E H can be represented as u = cr==, (U, 4k)C#Jk we get 
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Consequently, 
= 2 i: Ps($s[to, fl , . . . 3 tn1)2. s=o 
This taken together with (23) and (24) yields 
112 
Eqt,, t2, . . . ,t,) = ( 2i:j3,e(&;tl,. . . ,t,) . (25) s=o 1 
Since the functions & belong to J(OO, 7, 1) we see that 
e(&; tl, . . . , tn) 5 sup e(f; tl, . . . , t,) = e(LJ2, 
faKhl,T, I I 
where e(A,) is the worst case error of the algorithm A, in the class J(&, 
7, 1). Now from (29, (22), and (16) we get 
(2h,&)“2 5 Eqtl, t2, . . . ) t,) 5 $ j&T s$o Ps)l” ($y. 
Thus, if ma(&) stands for the minimal number n satisfying the inequality 
P(t,, t2, . . . , t,J 5 E we obtain 
(vi’) Regardless of the sizes of RO and r, and regardless of the 
sampling points used we have 
limmW log 1% l/E = , 
.3+0+ log I/& 
if the condition (Cl) is satisfied, and 
if the condition (C2) is satisfied. 
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Let us now assume the restrictions (RI) and (R2). Invoking the cost 
analysis for h,(N,f)(t), which was carried out in Section 3, we get: 
(vii’) For sufficiently small E > 0, the Lagrange interpolatory poly- 
nomial of a signal f E B(Qo, r) with ma(&) arbitrary distinct nodes from 
[--7, r] provides an &-accurate approximation to f. Moreover, when the 
Chebyshev nodes are selected, the average cost of the interpolation is 
O(c log l/.e (log log I/E)-‘). This cost is proportional to ma(&) and, there- 
fore, it is nearly minimal. 
Remark. Up to now we have studied average case setting for signals 
from the whole space B(& T) equipped with the measure K assuming that 
the signals are given through the information (1). Using the results of 
Traub et al. (1988) one may extend the analysis to the case when: 
l K is replaced by its restriction K* to the set J(&, T, E), i.e., 
for any Bore1 set A C B(Ro, T), and 
l instead of (1) one assumes that 
Nf = Wlft L2fT . * * 7 L”,f,fh 
where 
I Jcn,7E) n(f) K*(df) = r) < my . , 
and where Li: B(Ro) H % are adaptively chosen continuous linear func- 
tionals, i = 1, 2, . . . , n( f ). 
Even for moderate E the results are much like those in this section for n = 
rql. 
We close this paper with an open problem which is analogous to that 
posed in Section 3. From (vi’) and (vii’) we see that when (RI) and (R2) 
are assumed, for sufficiently small E > 0, there is an algorithm producing 
&-approximations to the signals’ values having cost which is not much 
larger than that of the minimal one. The problem is to determine whether 
it is true for arbitrary positive E and to find the corresponding minimal 
cost algorithms. 
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